[Effects of the new cardiotonic agent loprinone hydrochloride (E-1020) on left ventricular diameter in normal and experimental heart failure dogs and its action potential characteristics in isolated guinea pig cardiac muscles and sinus nodes].
In anesthetized dogs, loprinone hydrochloride (LP, 10 approximately 100 micrograms/kg, i.v.) dose-relatedly increased cardiac contractility (LV dP/dt max), enhanced cardiac index and decreased systemic vascular resistance with relatively small reduction in mean aortic pressure (MAP) and a mild increase in heart rate (HR). LP also decreased left ventricular internal diameter (ID), increased fractional shortening (LVFS) and caused a leftward shift and an increase in the slope of the LV end-systolic pressure-ID relation. In the heart failure models induced by propranolol, LP rapidly reversed the cardiac depression and the enlargement in cardiac size. The extent of changes in MAP and HR by LP was smaller than those observed with several other cardiotonic agents. In guinea pig cardiac muscles, LP (10(-6)-10(-4) M) produced a concentration-related increase in contractile force and the maximum rate of rise of Ca(2+)-action potential. In the sinus nodes, LP induced a concentration-related decrease in action potential duration and increase in the slope of slow diastolic depolarization, resulting in an increase in beating rate. These influences of LP on sinus nodes were smaller than those of milrinone. These results indicate that LP increases LVFS, reduces cardiac size and improves the heart failure due to its cardiotonic and vasodilating properties. Moreover, electrophysiological studies suggest that at least a part of the lower chronotropic effects of LP may be due to the mildness of its direct stimulating effects on sinus nodes.